
APPLICATION
The Waveguide Kit is designed to provide a secure grounding
point to the outer conductor of Flexwell® waveguide using a
mechanical clamping method. This instruction sheet covers
planning, kit preparation and kit installation including
grounding surface preparation and weatherproofing. 

PLANNING
Waveguide runs should be attached to a good electrical
ground at the top of the tower near the antenna, at the bottom
of the tower, and at the point where the waveguide enters the
transmitter building. If the tower is used as a broadcast
radiator, only ground the waveguide at the first quarter
wavelength point, (broadcast frequency) measured vertically
from the base of the tower.

KIT PREPARATION
Grounding kits with factory
installed grounding lugs do not
require further preparation.
 - Skip to "Installation".

Kits with a field installed
crimp-on or screw-on
grounding lug require
grounding strap preparation
and lug assembly:

Trim and remove 1-3/8 inch
of jacket from the grounding
strap with a knife. Use care
not to score the copper
conductor.
See Figure 1.

Crimp-on Lug:  Slide the heat
shrink sleeve over the trimmed end.
Assemble the terminal lug onto the
copper conductor and secure with a
crimping tool - not supplied with
kit. (Cablewave P/N 915877). Slide
the shrink sleeve over the crimped
lug  end and heat shrink into place
with a heat gun or wide flame
mini-torch - not supplied. See
Figure 2.

Screw-on Lug: Assemble the lug
onto the copper conductor and
secure with a  9/16" wrench.

For Military Installation, prepare the waveguide
grounding surfaces per applicable sections of
MIL-STD-188-124A and MIL-HDBK-419.

INSTALLATION

1. Cut and remove a 2 inch section of waveguide jacket as
shown in Figure 3. Use care not to gouge or crush the
transmission line.

2. Clean the surface of
the copper outer
conductor with
bronze or steel wool
until the surface is
clean and bright.
Also clean one inch
of the jacket on each
side of the cut
surface with a clean
cloth.
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TOOLS REQUIRED
1. Knife
2. Bronze or Steel Wool
3. Clean Cloth
4. Paint Scraper
5. Socket Wrench, 7/16", 9/16"
6. Corrosion Control Paint

For Field Lug Attachment:
7. Crimp-on Lug Assembly Tool

 for # 6 copper non-insulated  
 terminal (P/N 915877).

8.  Heat Gun or Torch 
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3. Wrap the copper grounding clamp around the exposed
outer conductor. Secure the grounding clamp and the  
grounding strap to the cable/waveguide with 1/4-20
hardware. See Figure 4.

4. Clean the surface thoroughly where the grounding lug is
to be connected. The grounding surface must be clean of
any paint, grease, rust or oxidation for a good electrical
contact.

The grounding surface should be a metal
tower member or a suitable down
conductor located below the grounding
clamp. The grounding wire should run
straight down - no drip loop. See Figure
5.

5. Bolt the grounding lug onto the prepared
surface with the 3/8"-16 x 1 inch
hardware supplied. Recommended torque
value for  grounding lug bolts is 10 lbf  
ft.

After tightening, paint the grounding lug
and surrounding area with a zinc based
corrosion control paint.

6. WEATHERPROOFING
Wrap the grounding lug
and wire at the clamp
assembly with several
turns of putty tape as
shown in Figure 6. Form
the putty by hand around
the lug.

7. Wrap the remainder of the
putty around the entire
grounding clamp and lug, including one inch of cable
jacket on each side of the clamp. Form the putty around
the grounding clamp and jacket by hand to assure a
weatherproof seal. See
Figure 7.

8. To complete
weatherproofing, apply
four layers of electrical
tape over the putty covered
connection. Wrap from the
bottom up, overlapping
each turn by 1/2. Stretch
the tape slightly while
applying the first two
layers and lightly wrap the
third layer. Apply the last
layer of tape with no
tension to prevent
flagging. Compress the
wrappings with both hands
to insure complete contact with all layers of tape.
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